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Abstract
We have performed the multistate empirical valence bond (MS-EVB) molecular dy-
namics simulations of a dilute hydrofluoric acid solution at ambient temperature to study
the hydration structure associated with its weak acidity. The developed MS-EVB model
showed reasonable agreement with experiment and previous ab initio molecular dynamics
and reference interaction site model self-consistent field simulations for the free energy
and structural properties. The local tetrahedral and translational order parameters around
the fluorine atom significantly increase in the transition and product states of the HF dis-
sociation reaction. This indicates that the angular and translational rearrangements of the
hydrogen-bond topology are necessary especially around the fluorine atom. At the transi-
tion state of the proton transfer, the tetrahedral order parameters are very large, whereas the
translational order parameters are not. This suggests that for the proton transfer to occur
the large angular rearrangements of the hydrogen-bond topology are more necessary than
the translational ones.
1 Introduction
A molecular-level description of aqueous acid ionization is pivotal for elementary acid–base
chemistry in water.1–4 Particularly, the series of hydrohalic acids (HX, where X = F, Cl, Br, and
I), with the acidity increasing toward the heavier halides, presents a representative model for
the study of acidity in water.5 Among these acids, the hydrofluoric acid has peculiar properties;
for example, at low concentrations aqueous HF is a weak acid whose acidity and solubility
continues to increase along the concentration whereas those of ordinary weak acids reach a
constant value.6 The reasons for these behaviors have fuelled controversies over the years.7–11
Notably, the counterintuitive fact that the weak acid dissociates more at a lower tempera-
ture12 reflects that the large negative entropic contribution to the dissociation free energy is one
of the main factors in determining the weak acidity of a dilute hydrofluoric acid solution.9,13
This contribution is much more pronounced than that for the other members of the series10 be-
cause the electrostatic attractiveness of the small fluoride ions imposes a substantial order on the
surrounding water molecules as well as nearby hydroxonium ions, whose effect falls for larger
halide ions. This behavior might be ascribed to the “structure making” character of F  hydra-
tion in water, whereas the bigger “structure breaker” halide anions Cl , Br , and I  disrupt the
hydrogen-bond (H-bond) network of liquid water.14
In contrast with the above speculation, a recent series of pump–probe and terahertz spec-
troscopies and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have suggested that halide anions may
not be considered as the “kosmotropes (structure makers)” nor “chaotropes (structure break-
ers)”15–17 that affect the dynamics of water molecules outside the first solvation shells of the
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ions. Instead, they could be regarded as “rigid spheres” formed by the ion and its first solvation
shell in a picosecond time scale. On the other hand, this picture has been challenged by MD
simulation by Laage et al., who have found a labile hydration sphere.18 These recent findings
suggest that the change of the hydration structure, and consequently the anomalous entropy
change, can be related to the solvent reorganization near the HF molecule, in particular to its
first and second hydration shells.
The purpose of this paper is to analyze the hydration structure during the proton transfer (PT)
reaction associated with the weak acidity in a dilute hydrofluoric acid solution. For this purpose,
equilibrium MD simulation is performed by developing the multistate empirical valence bond
(MS-EVB) model.19,20 The nuclear quantum effect (NQE) is approximately included by fitting
the effective potential of mean force from the centroid molecular dynamics (CMD) approach,21
in which the potential energy surface (PES) is quantized at a given temperature by a preliminary
path-integral calculation.22–24 We present the parametrization of our model for the HF–H2O
dimer and apply it to the equilibrium MD simulations. To investigate the hydration structure
in detail, we report the H-bond topology by calculating the local tetrahedral and translational
order parameters, which are often used to quantify structural order for the anomalies of liquid
water.25,26
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the details of molecular model employed in
this study are summarized. In section 3, the results are presented and discussed. Specifically, in
sections 3.1 and 3.2, the free energies and radial distribution functions (RDFs) of the reaction
are discussed. In section 3.3, we analyze the H-bond configuration change associated with the
weakness of HF acid in the reaction in terms of the order parameters. Section 4 concludes.
2 Molecular Model Details
2.1 Multistate Empirical Valence Bond Model
The multistate empirical valence bond model (MS-EVB) has been described previously in de-
tail.27–32 In the following, we briefly review the general idea and then describe the characteristic
aspects in the present study. The MS-EVB model allows a proton sharing between HF and





where hii describes the potential energy of the valence bond (VB) state jii and hij is the coupling
between the VB states jii and jji. Figure 1 illustrates the implementation of MS-EVB forN VB
states. The criteria in the simulation for selecting an EVB state are that the HHF–Ow (w means
water) distance is less than 6.1 A˚ and the FHF–HHF–Ow angle is greater than 60. This procedure
ensures that the proton can be transferred only to water molecules included in the EVB complex.
This approximation can be justified by the suggestion by IR experiments and Car–Parrinello
molecular dynamics (CPMD) simulations34–38 that the proton is rarely transferred further than
the nearest-neighbor water molecule. A total of 5–9 EVB states are typically included during the
simulation indicating that the multistate description of VB states are essential.31,32 To determine
the energy, the lowest eigenvalue for the Hamiltonian matrix is evaluated, and the Hellman-











where i = 1, 2, ..., N - 1
|N>
Figure 1: Illustration of the formation of possibleN valence bond (VB) states. The upper panel
shows the contact ion pair VB state, whereas the lower one displays the covalent VB state. The
value near each atom is the point charge for the respective atom. The dotted lines represent the
H-bonds. The graphic was drawn with the VMD program.33
2.2 Diagonal Terms
Here, the diagonal terms of N -state-EVB model in eq 1 are described.
2.2.1 Ionic VB State
The EVB Hamiltonians for the ionic VB state (i = 1; 2;    ; N   1 in Figure 1) are written by
hii = U




where the intermolecular interaction between F  and H3O+ is represented by the following
form
UF
 =H3O+ = ULJF =H3O+ + U
LJ
H+Ow





with the repulsive potential between F  and O of H3O+
U repF O = B exp[ b(rFO   d0FO)] (4)
and the repulsive potential between F  and H+ of H3O+
U repF H+ = C exp[ c(rFH   d0)]: (5)
The diagonal terms for water and hydronium ion molecules (UH3O+ +UH2O+UH3O+=H2O in eq
2) are from the MS-EVB3 model.39 ULJAB and U
Cou
AB denote the Lennard-Jones (LJ) and Coulomb
interactions between A and B atoms. We use the LJ for F  of Hummer et al.40 and added the
LJ interactions between F  and other oxygen atoms by the Lorentz–Berthelot combining rules
ij =
p
iijj and ij = (ii + jj)=2. Likewise, UF
 =H2O is evaluated as the sum of the LJ and
Coulomb interactions.
3
2.2.2 Covalent VB State
The diagonal matrix element for the covalent HF VB state and its interaction with the water
molecules (N in Figure 1) is described as
hNN = U
HF + UH2O + UHF=H2O: (6)
UHF is the HF stretching potential modeled by the Morse potential of the form
UHF = DHFf1  exp[ HF(rHF   reqHF)]g2; (7)
in which the parameters were optimized as HF = 1:34675 a 10 , DHF = 0:178645 hartree,
r0HF = 1:81599 a0 (a0 is the bohr radius). In eq 6 the intermolecular potential between HF and
H2O is given by
UHF=H2O = ULJFOw + U
LJ
HFOw






Here, we have used the same charges and LJ parameters for the intermolecular potential of




respectively, denote the repulsive potential between F and O atoms
U repFOw = BF exp[ bF(rFOw   d0FO)] (9)
and O and H (H atom in HF, see Figure 5) atoms
U rep
HFOw
= CF exp[ cF(rHFOw   d0)]: (10)
The constant term V repconst compensates for an excess stabilization of the hydronium–F  states
caused by Coulombic interactions between the donor fluorine atom and acceptor hydrogen
atoms compared with the ab initio results for small HF–H2O complex (see section 2.4).
2.3 Off-Diagonal Terms




where q is the proton transfer coordinate defines as31,32








in which rFH;FO = rFH  ~rFO is the distance between the fluorine and the shared hydrogen
projected along the FO vector and r0sc and r
0
FO are empirical parameters. A(RFO; q) in eq 11 is
given by
A(RFO; q) = exp( q2)f1 + P exp[ k(RFO  DFO)2]g
1  tanh[(RFO  R0FO)]
2
+ P 0 exp[ (RFO   r0FO)]

; (13)
where , P , k, DFO, , R0FO, P
0, , and r0FO are empirical parameters.
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Table 1: EVB Force Field Parameters for HF and Potential Parameters for the Flexible Hydro-
gen Fluoride.
C 4.57157 kcal/mol c 2.1 A˚ 1
CF 36.5726 kcal/mol cF 2.1 A˚ 1
d0 1.2 A˚ V ijconst  30:1666 kcal/mol
 1.83029 A˚ 2 P 0.116363
k 9.56215 A˚ 2 DFO 2.94 A˚
B 11.26 kcal/mol b 1.1 A˚ 1
BF 0.563 kcal/mol bF 0.55 A˚ 1
 6.01792 A˚ 1 R0FO 3.1 A˚
P 0 10.8831 A˚ 1 d0FO 2.5 A˚
 10.0381 A˚ 1 V repconst  220:753 kcal/mol
r0FO 1.81364 A˚
2.4 Quantum Effective Potential of Mean Force
The NQE plays an important role in both the vibrational relaxation and the PT. Therefore, we fit
the ab initio potential UAI(R; r) into the quantum effective potential of mean force represented
as22–24















where P is the number of beads, !P = kBT
p
P=h, x1;    ; xP are the discretized thermal-path
coordinates, and xc =
PP
i=1 xi=P is the path centroid (xP+1 = x1).
The PES of HF/H2O dimer is shown in Figure 2a, calculated from CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ
using the optimized geometries from MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ with the program GAMESS.42 The
PESs were calculated by scanning the position of the central hydrogen at the interval of 0.05
A˚ between the proton accepting water oxygen and HF fluorine atoms, the latter being held at
separations (dFO) varying from 2.2 A˚ to 2.8 A˚ at the interval of 0.2 A˚, while all other atoms
were allowed to relax.
Ue(R; r;m;T ) has been computed via Metropolis Monte Carlo integration by umbrella
sampling (m = 1:008 g/mol, T = 300 K, and P = 30 beads) on the same grid points as
UAI(R; r), which is displayed in Figure 2b. Finally, the lowest eigenvalue for the Hamiltonian
matrix was fit to reproduce the effective path integral PES, while some parameters that we
could guess reliably were manually adjusted. The result is shown in Figure 2c, which shows
a reasonable agreement, the parameters of which are summarized in Table 1. The PES for
RFO = 2:6 A˚, which is the most relevant in the bulk simulation as seen in section 3.2, is fitted
well.
2.5 Equilibrium Simulation Details
A cubic box of dimensions L = 15:74 A˚ in each direction and 129 H2O + HF were used, the
density resulting in 0.997 g/cm3, corresponding to the molar acid concentration, 0.482 mol/L.


















































RFO = 2.2 ÅRFO = 2.4 ÅRFO = 2.6 ÅRFO = 2.8 Å
Figure 2: (a) Ab initio PES UAI for the HF/H2O dimer using CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ with the
optimized geometry by MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ. (b) Effective path integral PES Ue for the same
cluster, computed based on eq 14. (c) EVB fit of (b) UEVB, viz., the lowest eigenvalues of eq 1
for the same configurations.
treated by the Ewald summation. The real space screening factor of  = 6=L was used, and the
k-space was expanded in total of 629 k-vectors. A cutoff distance of L=2 was applied for the
LJ with smoothing and real space electrostatic interactions. The MD time step for the velocity
Verlet integrator was 0.1 fs. The temperature was set to 300 K using the Berendsen thermostat
for the equilibration run.43 By use of the EVB model with the NQE, 100-ps simulations were
carried out in the NVE ensemble for the production run.
3 Results and Discussion
3.1 Free Energy of Reaction
The calculated free energy surface is shown in Figure 3. This was calculated by the free energy
perturbation method with an intermediate EVB HamiltonianHNN +(H11 HNN) (where j1i
is the VB state with the lowest eigenvalue among ionic VB states) with  varying from 0 to 1.
For each perturbation, trajectories were equilibrated for 100 ps and the data was collected at
constant temperature for a period of 100 ps.
The calculated reaction free energy is 4.09 kcal/mol. The experimental free energy of the
dissociation process can be estimated from the acidity constants of HF (pKa = 3:15)1 with
G = 2:3RTpKa(HF), resulting in 4.32 kcal/mol. The reasonable agreement with the experi-
ment is the consequence of the inclusion of the NQE by fitting the effective path integral PES
in Figure 2b.
The calculated activation energy is Gz = 6:33 kcal/mol. This gives the transition state




































Figure 3: Free-energy surface as a function of the HF distance calculated by the free-energy
perturbation method with an intermediate EVB Hamiltonian HNN + (H11  HNN).
about twice the experimental value 7  107 s 1.2 The agreement appears reasonable for the
thermal rate constant that is sensitive to the exponential factor. Since the experiment includes
contributions from the PTs beyond the first solvation shell,44 the actual rate for the formation
of contact ion pair can be even closer to the calculated value.
To further discuss the reaction rate, the recrossing effect can be estimated from the Grote–
Hynes transmission coefficient GH computed by
GH = zr=!b; z
2
r + zr^(zr)  !2b = 0; (15)
where ^(z) is the Laplace transform of the friction kernel (t) of the generalized Langevin















C, , sz, and 
 are the proton coupling, the reorganization energy, the energy gap at the barrier
top, and the solvent frequency, respectively. The calculation of (t) and 
 has been described
in ref 47, which yielded 
 = 540 cm 1. By use of C = 0:82 kcal/mol and  = 16:8 kcal/mol
from ref 3 and sz = 0 kcal/mol, we find !b = 1642 cm 1 and GH = 0:907. This GH close
to unity comes from the rather high value of !b which is off the main region of the friction
^(z).47 In the same context, the recrossing effect of the HF stretch is also expected to be small.
Therefore, it is difficult here to discriminate the solvent motion and the HF stretch for the major
reaction coordinate.












model thus describes the reaction by the surface-crossing induced along the solvent coordinate
dynamics. With the same parameters as above, we find 2PLZ=(1 + PLZ) = 0:63 and k =
3:96 107 s 1 which is 0.57 times smaller than the experimental rate.
3.2 Radial Distribution Function
To examine the solvent structure associated with the two minima on the free energy surface,













































Figure 4: RDFs of HF in water for the (a) covalent and (b) ionic states (FO, HFF and FH, HFH,
and HFO, where HF means the H atom bonded or nearest-neighbor to F atom).
nearest-neighbor to F atom) are calculated and shown in Figure 4 for the (a) covalent and (b)
ionic states. We show the configuration and labels of the HF and water molecules in Figure
5. The water molecule with the asterisk superscript (hereafter, referred to w) is that directly
H-bonded to the HF molecule. The RDFs for the covalent state are obtained from the equilib-
rium MD simulation using the ground-state Hellman–Feynman forces since PT rarely occurs at
equilibrium. The RDFs for the ionic state are obtained by the simulation with  = 0:8 in the
free energy perturbation method. The choice of  = 0:8 is based on the free energy curve in
Figure 3, which correctly samples the product (contact ion pair) state.
For the covalent state, the HF distance 1:03 A˚ in our calculation, HFF in Figure 4a, is
quite close to that calculated by the CP MD simulation 1:06 A˚44,49 but longer than that by the
reference interaction site model self-consistent field (RISM-SCF) simulation 0.94 A˚.50 The HF
molecule forms a strong H-bond to w so that the first F-O RDF is split into two: 2.50 A˚ and
3.00 A˚ peaks corresponding to FH  OH2 and HOH   FH. However, the latter peak is smaller
than the CPMD simulation and therefore seems to be merged into the former peak in part. The
coordination number of fluorine (with the FO distance less than 3.2 A˚) is 3.33 compared to 3.2
by the CPMD simulation. In contrast, the RISM-SCF simulation observed the single first peak
and the longer FO distance (RFO  3 A˚). The first peak in FH RDF corresponds to the H atom
that is H-bonded to the F atom and is consistent with the CPMD and RISM-SCF calculations.
The first peaks in HFH (2.26 A˚) and HFO (1.48 A˚) RDFs shift inward compared to the RISM-
SCF calculation (2.5 A˚ and 1.8 A˚, respectively). This arises from the stronger H-bond in our
calculation than the RISM-SCF calculation. On the other hand, the position of the second peak
agrees well with that from the RISM-SCF calculation.
For the ionic state, the first peak of FO RDF 2:57 A˚ in our calculation is slightly longer than
the CPMD simulation 2:49 A˚ but sharper and shorter than that by the RISM-SCF simulation 2.8
A˚. By consideration that both the first peak of FH RDF at 1.51 A˚ and the first peak of HFO RDF
at 1.03 A˚ shift outward compared with the CPMD results by approximately 0.1 A˚, the distance
of the contact ion pair F  and H3O+ is slightly longer in our model.
3.3 Tetrahedral and Translational Order Parameters
To obtain a microscopic picture on the H-bond topology we calculate the local tetrahedral order
parameter25,26

































Figure 5: Schematic illustration with labels of HF and water molecules in the vicinity of the
proton accepting water and fluorine atom in the course of PT. The blue bonds between oxygen
atoms are attached to display the formation of the local tetrahedral order. The dotted lines
represent H-bonds. The molecules that are not so close to be H-bonded but are included in the
calculation of the tetrahedral order parameter in eq 18 are drawn by the stick model. These
graphics were created using VMD.33





to quantify how the water molecules are arranged and reorganized. Here,  ikj is the angle
formed by the molecule k and its nearest-neighbors i and j, and gXO(r) is the oxygen/fluorine–
oxygen RDF (X = O()/F). In the calculation of Equation 18, the four nearest neighbor oxygen or
fluorine atoms are selected on the basis of the distances. For example, if the number of the water
molecules in the first solvation shell, as in the left panel of Figure 5, one water molecule in the
second solvation shell, is also included in the summation of eq 18. In this case, the calculated
Q is small because of the low tetrahedrality. If, on the other hand, the number of the water
molecules in the first solvation shell is more than four, only the nearest four water molecules
are included in the summation of eq 18. Q’s are often used to quantify structural order for the
anomalous structural properties of pure water over a range of temperature and pressure values
and has been shown to pick up differences in water structure induced by an antifreeze protein.51
Therefore, these two measures are expected to offer information on the anomalous structural
properties of the HF acid dissociation reaction.
The results of the tetrahedral (with variances) and translational order parameters are sum-
marized in parts a and b of Figure 6, respectively. In this calculation, we sampled the order
parameters around HF and w as in section 3.2 for the covalent and ionic states. The transi-
tion state means the umbrella sampling simulation with  = 0:5 in the free-energy perturbation
method. QO and QOF increases at the transition state and, in the product state, return to much
the same value as in the reactant state. On the other hand, QF increases significantly from
reactant to product states. Moreover, only QOa+b ([QOa + QOb]/2) gradually decreases. By
comparison withQ  0:63 and t  0:39 for pure water at ambient condition,25,26,52 the present
results indicate that, upon PT, H-bonds around the fluorine atom are formed to increase its local
tetrahedrality, This is one of the factors decreasing the entropy in the product state. This can
also be seen in the small variances of QF at the transition and product states.
In the reactant state, the water molecule in the second solvation shell (the water molecules
drawn by the stick model in Figure 5) is included to calculate Equation 18 and deform a tetra-





















Figure 6: (a) Tetrahedral order parameters defined in eq 18 at reactant, transition, and product
states around O, Oa+b, F, and OF atoms in Figure 5. The error bars of the tetrahedral order
parameters are the variances. (b) Translational order parameters with X = O, F, and O in eq
19. For the labels of atoms and the definitions of the reactant, transition, and product states, see
Figure 5 and text.
3.33 to 5.21 during the PT with FO distance less than 3.2 A˚, about two water molecules become
available to from the tetrahedral H-bond network, thus increasingQF as shown in Figure 5. The
decrease ofQOa+b is a consequence of the formation of a hydronium ion, which lead to destruc-
tion of the tetrahedral H-bond network further than the first solvation shell. On the other hand,
the small change of QO between the reactant and product states comes from the inclusion of
the water molecule drawn by the stick model in the right panel of Figure 5. This molecule is not
H-bonded to w and yet remains near w with the distance to O ranging from 2.75 to 3.5 A˚.39
Moreover, Figure 6b shows that tF gradually increases, t

O slightly increases, and t

O re-
mains almost constant. This indicates that the order of H-bond structure along the radial direc-
tion increases significantly around the F atom and slightly around the O atom. The increase
can be explained by the RDF of FO in Figure 4, where that in the ionic state has deeper peaks
and troughs. In other words, upon PT F  anion so strongly attracts the first solvation shell that
a clear separation between the first and second solvation shell appears. It is noted that Qs have
some peaks at the transition state, and yet ts do not. This indicates that to initiate the reaction
and overcome the activation barrier large angular H-bond rearrangements are more essential
than translational ones.
We now discuss the change in the H-bond topology associated with the weak acidity in
a dilute hydrofluoric acid solution at ambient temperature. The F atom is the smallest one
among halogens and in the same period as O atom, which would have the best radius among
halogen anions to form a (tetrahedral) H-bond network in water as suggested in the RISM-
SCF simulation.50 On the other hand, the other structure-breaking halide anions (Cl , Br ,
I ) are expected to show a lower tetrahedrality around themselves. Our results present the
possibility that the local tetrahedral and translational order parameter could be a measure of the
H-bond topology changes associated with the entropy change in the PT, possibly for a series
of hydrohalic acids. We are currently working on comparison with other hydrohalic acids and
quantitative calculations of the entropy change,53,54 which will be reported in due course.
4 Conclusion
In the present work, we have performed the MS-EVB MD simulations of a dilute hydrofluoric
acid solution at ambient temperature to study the hydration structure during the PT associated
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with its weak acidity.
The simulated activation energy and reaction free energy by the developed MS-EVB model
were found to agree reasonably with experiment. In addition, the simulated RDFs showed
similar results as other simulations, such as the CPMD and RISM-SCF simulations.
The local tetrahedral and translational order parameters were calculated to obtain a micro-
scopic picture on the H-bond topology. The parameters around the fluorine atom were found to
significantly increase in the transition and product states of HF dissociation reaction compared
to the other atoms. This suggests that for the proton transfer to occur the change in H-bond
topology is necessary especially near the F atom. Therefore, the F  anion actually “makes” the
hydration structure in water in the PT reaction. On the other hand, the local tetrahedral order
parameters around the water molecules in the first solvation shell of the proton-accepting water
decreased, indicating that the H3O+ cation “breaks” the hydration structure in water. In addi-
tion, at the transition state of the proton transfer, the tetrahedral order parameters are very large
whereas the translational order parameters are not. This suggests that for the proton transfer to
occur the large angular rearrangements of the hydrogen-bond topology are more necessary than
the translational ones.
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